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Abstract: Optimisation and stimulation of production, digital business, the fourth industrial
revolution – this is how the current global economy is perceived. Continuous development of new
information and communication technologies, economic globalisation, integration of financial
markets, growing pressure on boosting higher added value, just as well as the ever- increasing
differentiation of demand schemes became a challenge for the global economy. The article
elaborates on the implementation of Industry 4.0 in the logistics, logistic chains as well as use of the
Industry 4.0 in logistics. The article includes a new definition of logistics due to the Industry 4.0,
which extends the basic production factors by a new term - „information“.
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1. Introduction
It has been confirmed that the original production factors, i.e. labour, land and capital have been
extended by an additional important factor, namely information. The information are getting to the
forefront, other factors have limited sources, especially in the future.
The concept named Industry 4.0 first emerged at the Hannover Fair in 2011. It was presented by
a group of German industrial scientists and managers. The main objective of the concept was the
effort of the Federal Republic of Germany to ensure global competitiveness of the German economy
[1-5].
Industry 4.0 is called “Internet of Things”, or possibly “SMART systems”.
The SMART Manufacturing Leadership Coalition (SMLC), a non-profit organization in the
United States of America comprises professionals in the area of industrial production, services,
technology companies, government agencies as well as research laboratories [4,6,7].
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The SMART systems have already been used for a long time by consumers all over the world.
Thanks to cashless payments and introduction of loyalty cards of commercial chains an
“information warehouse” has gradually been built up. In 1983 this interconnection with customers
was first initiated by the American commercial giant Wallmart. The basic principle is to use the
information acquired from customers, which until then stayed forgotten and idle. Based on this
information a commercial chain can plan its purchase, stocks, and distribution, optimize assortment
as well as offer to customers in its individual stores [7].
The „Internet of Things“ is also presented as a cyber-physical system, which communicates and
cooperates between itself and people in real time. That means that each product will be a carrier of
an electronic communication subsystem, which will be sending and receiving information around
and it will be using them for different purposes [4,7].
2. Logistics 4.0
Industry 4.0 changes situation in not only the logistics, but it also brings along new requirements to
supply chains and shipping services, though different applications and technologies overlap.
There exist many different types of logistics and there exist many definitions of logistics,
nevertheless, what should be the definition of Logistics 4.0? In case we derive from the basic
logistics definition, the Logistics 4.0 connects production with consumption using artificial
intelligence; it digitizes supply chains. The smart supply chain forms the basis of Logistics 4.0.
The supply chain 4.0 also consists of elements such as smart, automated, not exclusively intracompany transport (e.g. road freight driverless transport), smart automated loading operations (using
the RFID technologies), smart “containers”, smart – automated storing, again, for example, with the
use of the RFID technology. A decisive role is played by industrial information technologies within
the frame of the company information systems as well as proper understanding of all the data and
information for the supply chain managing [2,8].
It is essential to provide for security of information within the whole system of not only the
company logistics, which secures safe exchange of information between its participants and
concurrently ensures data sovereignty for the involved data owners.
Industrial data spaces represent just one approach, which is strongly supported by people of
Logistics 4.0. Anybody dealing with the future of logistics has already undoubtedly studied the
potential of the block-chain technology in the management of a supply chain and autonomous type
of logistics.
In spite of the intensified on-going discussions on industry digitization and digitization of
logistic and supply chains with internet (enabling the use of multiple logistics together with other
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technologies), digital supply chains and (self) autonomous decisions as well as logistic activities
such as self-propelled vehicles, the role of the employees in managing a supply chain has, by far, not
yet ended [2,4].
Regardless of what automation of systems we wish to achieve, there stays an important
element, the employee – the individual. With the help of the employees the management of a supply
chain changes itself within the decentralizing context of the Industry 4.0, so that they plan and
manage individual processes, since not all of the operations or activities can be automated.
To meet, though, the Logistics 4.0 decentralisation requirements it is essential to provide for
automation. The flow of products and information between the place of production and place of
consumption is becoming smarter, more autonomous. The same can also be said about the flow of
information between individual entities of the supply chain [2,9,10].
With smart containers and wireless transport systems, the intra-logistics still supports smart
production. Individual technical solutions, nevertheless, stay under development. (Hannover Messe)
This implies that the management of a supply chain in this interlinked and decentralised
movement of industrial transformation as well as digital transformation of logistics is much more
significant. Since intelligence and autonomy focus on digital platforms, consequently the decisions
and tasks of the supply chain management are becoming essential. It is due to the fact that there is a
better overview and more detailed monitoring of material as well as immaterial flows, which in turn
strongly supports decision-making on the overall effectiveness of the SCM [7].
Based on the above it is possible to define other tasks of the smart logistics and SCM 4.0,
specifically as follows [7,10-13]:


Adding a proper level of autonomy and intelligence into the logistics, so that the

company logistics as such is smarter, more effective, interconnected and flexible, and so that
it meets the needs of an interconnected global economy,


Defining a proper balance between the mutually controlled and autonomous

systems and human planning, focusing on the activity and intelligence between an
individual and machine, as well as recognition of environmental principles.


Transforming the ways of work and management in line with implementation,

basic principles and aspects of the Logistics 4.0, such as data analysis, information
ecosystems, required skills for managing and correct decision-making in the changing
environment of the decentralisation, fast decision-making, flexibility in the transition from
centralized organization forms to the operational uncertainty planning and management.
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The whole principle of changes in Logistics 4.0 has aptly been demonstrated by the company
UNITY Consulting and Innovation in a graphical illustration, Figure 1. Their assumption of further
development of logistics even considers elimination of warehouses in the storage logistics [2,6,14].

Fig. 1 Smart logistics and supply chain – the road ahead according to UNITY Consulting and
Innovation. Source: [2]
3. Conclusion
Due to strong interconnection of innovations, internationalization and labour productivity, for the
sake of a successful and reasonable implementation of Industry 4.0 it is very important to have a
coordinated approach as well as a mutual linkage of industrial strategy, strategies in the area of
information and communication technologies as well as the whole sector of services including
thereby also the transport and shipping ones. The highly integrated economic system requires
sophisticated strategies focused on the area of the whole global economy.
In conclusion we can state that the traditional schemes of the supply chain management are
gradually being changed, some production companies analyse their possibilities of using the supply
chain smart logistics as well as management 4.0, the other are forced to implement requirements of
their business foreign partners faster.
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